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Volume V, Number 9

November 1, 1971

Portland Campus

No Class Lists Are Forthcoming
The class list situation
has been described bv some de~
partment chairmen with comments
such as "the worst I have seen
in years" and "quite messy."
· The situation basically is
that some professors have not:
received their official class
list. Although at the first of
the semester they were given a
preliminary list to correct
in their classes and return
to the registrar's office, "We
do not know officially speaking who is in the class,"
Professor Henry Monsen, Chairman of the Sociology Department, poi n ted out.
"Some
may have dropped the course'', "
he continued, "There is that
uncertainty.
I made my own
list," he added . .
"There a r e two ways of
making a class list; either
by giving it to the computer
or by the computer giving it
to us (the institution),"
A Fall Sc e n e at UMPG.
stated Hai g IJ aj ar ian, Chai r man of Biological Sciences
official class lists will be
department. He stated that
on
the students. As one faculhis department compiled it's
ty
member
stated," the big
owri 'official class list by
problem
will
not come until the
checking examinations
end
of
the
semester
when stuagainst the class list.
"we
dents
find
that
they
did not
are go~ng to tell the regisadd-drqp
properly
and
were
trar's office who is in the
not
registered
in
the
class at
class, they are not going to
tell us.
They do not know
who is in the class," he
added.
In the history department,
Chairman 'Phillip Cole stated
that he had heard "indirectly"
thro'u gh a departmental secreThe University of Maine at
tary that members of the dePortland-Gorham was the subject
partment '1 were concerned tha.t of a two day investigation by
the official class lists have the Office of Civil Rights of
been delayed."
the Boston regional office of
The class lists are the
the U.S. Department of Health,
~oncern of not only the faul- Education and Welfare. The
ty but of the UMPG yearbooks.
civil rights investigators,
David Holbrook, editor of the Carla Tate and Maureen Osolnik,
Portland Yearbook, states that were checking on a sex discrimihe had been told that he would nation charge made by Ko Kimmel
be given a senior class list
Associate Dean of Student
no later than last Tuesday.
Affairs, in charge of Housing.
However, the registrar's office
The announcement of the
tol~ Holbrook Wednesday that
visitation was made by Presihe will not receive the list
dent Louis Calisti at the ·
until tomorrow. When asked
Wednesday Council meeting.
the reason for the delay, Hol- Calisti broke the news saying
brook was told that the office that "a member ·o f the UMPG
was reorienting its priorities community has brought charges
to putting out the final exam of sex discrimination against
schedule.
The Portland year- the university." The Presibook editor was also told that dent continued that the unithe list he would receive
versity must come
with an
which he wanted for a mailing affirmative action program
· list, would contain only the
by spring or "al~ federal
names of seniors and not
funds would be cut off."
their addresses.
Calisti was confused on
In the ~ong run, the great- whether the University of
est effect of not publishing
Maine was being attacked or

Photo by Ranki F .

all." An exar,,ple of how students can be hurt are the errors in the class list itself.
These were illustrated by Najarian who told of the error
of one list of members of his
class.
"As I look down the
cont'd on page three

UMPG Charged With Sex Bias

'up

just the Portland-Gorham
campuses.
"Our campus is the
one involved in the specific
charges, today. " stated the
President.
Vice-Chancellor Stan Freeman, according to Calisti, was
the chancellor's representative in charge of setting up
an . affirmative action program
for the university. Freeman
felt that because he only heard
the charges that he should
not be the one to comment on
the visit.
Kimmel, who has been in
charge of Housing since 1969,
has been trying to fight the
sex discrimination charge with
the university since April,
1970 .• She has been serving on
the Cli.ancellor's Committee on
the status of Women.
Last month she filed her
complaint (which appears in
full following this article)
with HEW. The individual co~plaint against UMPG was investigated this past week.
cont'd on page four
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EDITORIAL

Portland Has Lost
Its Varsity Sports

Eddie L. Beard
John O'Neill
Dick Small
Ron Mann
Kathy Cas a sa
Be t h S i nger
Jean Orans ky
Ed Irish
Delle Babbige
Paul Labrie
Ken Cas e y
Ti zz Crowle y
John Ke l lam
Mi k e Pre s t on
Nicho l s
Jerry Mccann
Steve Rankin
Meg Howard
Larry Leone
George Foster

knowledge as to how the University is to be run, and
how it is expected to cope
O,ne of th e mo st optimist ic r e asons that th e Portland-bas ed
with its_ problems.
I excuse
c o mmu nity could for ec ast with th e merg e r of Gorham Stat e Coll e g e
this lack of knowl~dge by
and th e Un ive r si t y of Main e at Portland was the merg e r of both
the. fact that i have only been
s·p o r ts p ro g ram s .
If this year is - any indication _of wh a t the
· a member of this college
f ut ure of t he me r ge d sport s program is going to be lik e we want
community for a very short
no part: of it.
time, but hope to overcome
All tearrs, ekc e pt track, have . been transferred to Gorham.
this with experience as I purWith ve ry f e w exce ptions, Portland students ar e not returning to
sue my education, thus gaining
th e t e ams th e y play e d last year.
Th e schedules of most teams are the ability to then form my
p layin g state teach e r coll e g e s whil e this me r ge d university is
own opinions later.
suppose to b e growing into a major lib e ral arts univer~ity .
There is one point of which
In e ff e ct, th e sports me rger has not taken place, UMP has
I would like to present, howlost its v arsity sports program entirely.
Portland students,
ever, which represents my main
while not having their own team, must go out to Gorham and are
reason for writing.
As a
th e n given th e opportunity to play on the "Gorham" team.
faithful reader of the Viking,
It was hoped that the merged sports program would bring the
I have yet to see a member of
school tog e th e r.
Unfortunat e ly i t is doing the opposite.
I f- ,
the faculty write in response
i nd ee d, th e r e is any val i dity b e tw ee n the r e lationship of a s p o r t s to any of the rather savage
p r og ram t o th e morale of the school l e ts make a change.
We ar e
editorials that have been late n ot r e que s t i ng the whole sports program to b e moved to Portland.
ly in the newspaper.
I am
We ar e r e que s ting only a part of it.
currently at a loss Of the
reason for this fact.
Furthermore, I believe that i t
little time.
Each senior who
Letters To The Editor has not had his picture taken
is the duty of any newspaper
staff to print both sides of
will be contacted by mail anct
the issue giving each side a
urged to make an appointment
fair say.
Apathy About
at the Student Uniori ofiice;
· Perhaps the newspaper is not
Please co-operate and .help
at fault.
Perhaps a feeling
this years stiff produce a
To the Editor:
.
of
apathy
among
faculty memreally good yearbook.
I think it's time for somebers
is
responsible
for this
David Holbrook
thing to . be said about the
situ
a
tion.
If
this
is
true,
Editor-Umpire
apathy on this campus towards
then to them I can only say
the yearbook.
On September 25
that it is their own fault,
and 26, we had a p r ofe ssional
and that they must agree
Apathy
photographe r come from Ba ngo r
with and accept every thing
t o take Senior p~traits for
that has been published
To the Ed itor:
t h P. v earbook.
Five weeks bea g ainst t h em.
Whichever the
Rece n tly, the Uni v ersity
fore we began to schedule apcase may be, I would appreciof Mair:e at Port l a n d-Gorham was ate either steps taken to
p o intments.
The dates were
represe nte d on t he Main Line
wel l publ i cised through the
correct thi s problem, or an
o f WGAN radio b y the editor
newspaper, the weekl y cale n explanation of why i t can not
an d some o f the sta f f of the
d a r , and posters on campus.
or should not be sol v ed.
Vi king .
First of all, let me
Only 65 seniors made appointWill iam A. Murphy, J r .
say t hat I f o un d th e quest i o n s
ments; 65 out of 3 00 or 4 00
Freshrrian
answer s a n d opi nion s e x chan ged,
s e niors is a v ery poor perbetween Mr . Be a rd and the parc ent age.
The yearbook, traKnife
ticipating calle r s to be the
di t ionally, should reflect the
components of a very interests e n i or class, but the y don't
ing and informati v e program.
To the Editor:
s eem to e v en want their picIt was e xe cuted in $UCh a
On Monday, Oct. 25, t h ere
t ure s in it.
The year book
fash ion as to allow Mr. Beard
disappeared from my care in
h a s d ecided to pay the $2.00
to e xpress , eve n if not on
the Bonney lot an old Case
si tting fee, which some people
b e hal f of a ll Portland stuclasp fish k nif~.
It b e longs
felt was e x cessi v e (compare
den t s, a t leas t his own
not to me but to a frien d
i t to Gorham's $4.00 fee) in
o pinion of some o f the probwn o val ues it not o nly as a ·
hop e s t h at mo re s e niors will
lems wh ich are growing or
usefu l tool i n the i nsu lat ion
hav e t he i r picture s t a ken.
pres en t already in the f uncwo rk with whic h I h a ve been'
Ano.ther s i tt in g d ate h as b e en
helping him bu t as a smal l but
tioning of the college .
sche duled for November 22
It ~ ould be impossible a nd
p r ized inhe r i t ance f r om h is
and 23, Monda y an d Tuesd ay ,
grandf ather.
a
c
t
ually
q
u
ite
fool
i
sh
for
in the S tu de nt Union .
It ~is
I o ffer a r e wa r d o f $5 for
me
to
t
r
y
to
expla
i
n
my
stand,
my sincere hope t ha t the re
its
return, a n d I would d oubl e
wh
ether.
it
be
in
ag
r
e
ement
or
will b e a better respo n s e
that
if need bP disagreement
with
Mr.
Beard
,
this time.
The p i ctures a re
Lee
Baier English Department
mainly
because
or
my
lack
o
f
free, all tha t we a s k i s a

Yearbook

Faculty

Scored

Mlssing

I
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"Mini-Supreme Court"
Instituted
The UMPG Council voted last
week to allow recommendations
from the Governance Interpretation Committee, which will rule
on controversies concerning
the interpretation of the Governance Document, to be made
directly to the UMPG President and thus rejected the
view that the interpretation
committee will report first
to the Council with the advisory group presenting the recommendation to the President.
It was agreed at the meeting
that, as recommended by the
Council's Committee on Committees, the committee would be
composed of the chairmen of
the Student Aff i irs, Faculty
Affairs and Administration
Affairs Committees, a student
and a faculty member to be ·
President Calisti asks to be recognized at Council
cnosen by the Student Affairs
meeti~g.
With him are Henry Monsen (left) and Steve
Committee and Faculty Affairs·
Jackson.
Committee, respectively. ' The
Dean of the Law School and
thus "be analagous to a sucontinued that "you are never
the UMPG .President would serve preme court~" This feeling
100 percent accurate. There
as ex-officio non-voting memwas illustrated in the Council
is always the possibility for
bers.
unanimously passing a motion
error." Because it is impo~Debate 'arose at the W~dnes- which stated that the interpre- sible to k~ep up with the ·
day meeting concerning the
tation committee will report
changes, ~the final ~lass lists
composition of the interpreta- directly to the President who
cannot be made until the day
tion committee and to whom
will have the final decision.
the class is over," the computer
this committee will report.
"My first reaction was that it - head concluded. When asked
"I would like to see somereported back to the Council,"
what connection the computer
one on this committee whose
stated the UMPG President
center had with tne actual comobjectivity will be across
Louis Calisti, "but now this
posing 0£ a class list, he
the board," stated Professor
is fine."
stated "We just process it."
. John Spanogle. He suggested
The Council decided to ask
When asked to comment upon
an i ndividual in the Un i v e rVice-President Gordon Bigelow
the complaints about the ~class
sity not on a committee w~o
through the chairman to refer
lists, Al Roberge, UMPG Regishas expertise in the arert or
basic questions involving the
trar, refused to speak publicsomeone from outside the
case of the Lib~ral Arts Facul- ly on the subject.
University community. In
ty against the Viking editor
response, George Hackett,
and assistant to the editor to
Chairman of the Committee on
the new committee.
Committees, stated "We were
Bowden Dropped
hoping that representative
involvement would have more
Oass List
As PIDS Director
impact than just plain exReginald Bowden, Director
pertise. We suggested the D7an
cont'd from page one
of the Law School for e x pertise,"
of P~ l lic Information and
he concluded. Council member,
first page, two students
Development, agreed to resign
Professor Henry Monsen asked
names are printed twice," he
two weeks ago. Bowden, whose
"Why is the Chairman of the
stated. There were "ten or
chief function was supposed to
Faculty Affairs Committee on
twelve wrong student numbers"
be public relations, has not
the Committee and not the
and since the test results in
be able to - work clos~ly with
Chairman of the Council?
the course are listed by studeni President Loui~ Calisti since
number, the instructor must go
I would like to see both,"
Augu st when the new president
Monsen added. Martin Murphy, .
through the confusing process
took over.
a member of the Committee on
of finding the students correct
Bowden, who has been
Committees, stated "we connuJ[lber when a student complains reportedly offered a twenty
sidered that choice," but .
that he 9annot find his test
thousand dollar job in Washingfelt that the chairmer selected grade. Najarian stated that
. ton, was Gorham public inforfor the committee were elected
"some ' of the names were . wrona." mation directly under former
exclusively by their respe9- _
"You have .to . have a Sherlock
President Kenneth Brooks.
tive body and thus were repre- Holmes oeduction," the departSources have reported that
sentative of that S€gment of
~ent chairman concluded .
Calisti - told Bowden the sooner
the Uni versity community.
· Michael Beauregard, Direche would leave the better.
Spanogle asked Hackett, "Is tor of the computer system,
Bryant Jones, who was head of
it your picture - that it (the
stated that fhe reason that
the Portland office before the
Governance Interpretation Com- the two names sometimes apmerger will t ake over as Acting
mittee) will be reporting to
pears on a list is that the
Director. A search will be
us (the Council) and (the ·
sudent may have two computer
made for Bowden's successor.
Council) modifying their views
cards for that course because
or will it be an "independent
of difficulty in the add/drop
agency ?" Hackett responded
of the course.
In regard to
"I envisioned it reporting to
the names misspelled, the
us so as to legitimize its
cause, Beauregard stated, may
Vote No On
be the r e su l t of a k e y
work ."
Income Tax Repeal
punching error o r il le gibl e
At t he end of th e discus wr i ting on the part o{ the
s ion, it was genera l ly agreed
November 2nd.
that the Governance I nterpre student.
"We have nothing to
tation Committee should be
do with the student number~"
independent of the Council and he stated. Beauregard
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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HEW Investigates Sex Bias Complaint
Cont'd from page one

Nov.

1, 1971

A source close . to the President states that the institution "is making no statement;
in no way wishing to prejudice
the case against the univer~
sity." The source stated that
the institution _ ( UMPG) had
11
·
no idea what. the results are."
The administration has been
upset because the HEW investigators refused to allow
them to see the following .
complaint. As a copy is being sent to the head administrators, we present it to our ·
readers.
·

Complete Text Of Confidential
Complaint Made By Koharig
Sarihekian Kimmel To HEW
As can be noted in the attached correspondence, I,
Kohartg Saribekian Kimmel,
have been seeking formal explanati'on from the. University
since April 30, 1970 concerning the reason(s) for the
salary discrepancy and other
benefits for the position of
Associate Dean of Students.
I submit that I accepted
one of the two newly-created
positions in 19-69 while .
possessing a M.A. degree wh~Ch
my colleague lacked; that . we
were approximately the same
age (late twenties); that I had
Ko Kimmel discusses a housing problem with a student.
experience in administration
as well as a publication; that
The class complaint will be
According to Calisti, the
because
of my marital status
.investigated in the spring.
University is cornrnitted as a
certain
discriminatory assump~
Kirnrnel's male counterpart
ma-tter of Board of Trustees
tions
were
formulated which
in Student Affairs is Jerome
policy to non-discrimination
precluded
my
receiving comparaSullivan who is in charge of
on the basis of sex, race,
ble
benefits
made
available
Counse_ling, Placement and Fiand creed as required by•
to my colleague; that my
nancial Aid. J . Sullivan, in
Federal Executive Orders apresponsibilities in hou~ing
talking about the charge,
plying to all organizations
compared equally if not
stated that he feels "she has
contracting with the Federal
exceeding in substance those
a perfect right to do it."
Government. He said the Uniresponsibilities delegated
.
Sullivan then spoke of a woversity is aware that there
to my colleague;, and that moreman professor he once had.
may be inequities and is movover, I accepted this position '
"She was tops and very low
ing as rapidly as possible to
in 1969 in all good faith
pay.
I felt she was being
develop an Affirmative Action
·that the salaries were compara~
screwed.
She then left her
Plan detailing specific acble, but subsequently upon
positon of teaching."
tions to be - taken which would
raising the issue on a number
Tate and Osolnik, the HEW
eiiminate these iriequities.
of occasions through the mecha.investigators, met with
· br. Calisti said that he
nisrn of university appeal proCal.isti, Sullivan, Kimmel,
-welcomed the advice ahd · councedures, I received no adeFreeman, -Vice-Presidents
sel of the HEW officials and
quate explanation as to why I
William MacLeod and _G ordon
that the University officials
was not so equally compensated·,
Big·e:low, Personnel Director
were cooperating fully in the ,
what exact difference in comThomas Karlen, Development
current study. pensation was established or
Officer Maurice Littlefield,
Tate and . Osolnik, the two
on what basis compensations
former Gorham Pres:i,.cent Brooks, women investigators, stated in
were determined and increases
and Chancellor McNeil.
Boston that they are now pregiven.
During this entire
If HEW uses its . full power
paring ·a ceport on the result~
eighteen months of inquiry,
to cut off all federal funds
· of their investigation apd .
my case has not been thoroughit could mean a loss of 1. 5
that it would be subnitted
~y investigated by any appromillion dollars, two-thirds
for approval to their Washingpriate body established to
whi.ch is financial aid money ..
ton office. After ap:e_rova.l,
hear such grievances.
The rest includes NSF Grants~ the HEW· department, depending
My final appeal to the Board
Upward Bound, Model Cities on what the results are, .will
of Trustees was referred ·to
·
money ($100,000), Head Start,
d~ciide what type of .action, if
its Education Committee w_h ic;;h · ·
EDTA Institute, Cooperative
any, to take.
in turn referred it .back to
Education, Law Enforcement,
the local administration (UniKo Kimmel has stated that
Health Training Grant, Library she intends to resign before
versity of Maine, Portlandresource programs and other .
Gorham), the same administrathe second semster because of
programs.
Jf the whole univer- the current situation. Two
tion whose policies and pracsity loses federal funds, it
departures have recently been
tices I was in fact questionwould amount to over six milmade.
Reginald Bowden, Public
ing.
The last response from
lion dollars.
Unless the
Information Director has rethe President's office, dated
administration comes up with
June . i6, 1971, stated: ·
signed by mutual agreement
an affirmative action program
" ... As I informed you last
with . the President.
Rebecca
that promotes nondiscriminaDecember, this is a matter · for
~Larsen, Portland registrar,
tory policies, students could
internal administration, and ·
resigned last ~eek because of
lose a great deal.
no adjustments were possible
her dissatisfaction with the
The federal law which gives
this year.
The many inequities
UMPG registration offices and
HEW the power to cut off funds
that exist on all le\·els
her assistant, Anne Theriault,
are Executive Orders 11246
· will be consid~red in the
has decided because of her
(Sept. 18, 1965) and 11375
dissatisfaction to move out of preparation of the new budget,
(Oct. 24, 1968).
and wherever adjustments can
the r~gistration office.

Nov.
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be made within the limitations
of that budget, they will be
made." .
In view of the fact that I
have yet not received
acknowledgement of any adjustment and that my Department
Budget for 1971-1972 reflects
only a slight increase in my
salary form last year. I hereby appeal to you for action
regarding the compensation
I have failed - to receive since
1969.
Perhaps I could be optimistic regarding a sincere concern for remedy on the part of
this Administration (giving
weight to the number of external financial pressures on
~li institution), b~t I would
.
'
'
I
only be unrealistic
to continue to wait in light of the
developing pattern of continued active discrimination
now in progress ..
When the Portland-Gorham
campuses were designated to
be merged into one institution over two years- ago, the
membership committees established to analyse varicus
aspects of the merger reflected an almost total lack of
female representation. This
was pointed out to the Chancellor almost two years ago
(see Supplement A). The .
merger became effective, yet
the concerns of women did not
diminish.
It was apparent
that under the merger, a
lar ge number of new administrative positions were
created and required filling.
Yet with ·this substantial increase in administrative ·
staff 12 to 15 new positions)
the number of women in the
administration remained the
same as it was prior to the
merger. Moreover, not only
was the ·small number of
females de6reasing in proportion to the total staff,
but those women who held positions were professionally
bypassed for promotion, and
several incurred demotions.
The combined concerns of female administrators and female faculty were such that
a series of meetings was
held during the 1970-71
academic year. The results
of these concerns culminated
in an AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROPOSAL which was signed by
some 50 members of the -university community and submitted to the Chancellor on
March 24,1971 (see Supplement
B). Although the AFFIRMATIVE
ACTION PROPOSAL based its
recommendatic.n on numerous
studies previously made which
pointed out inequiti e s within the s y stem, the Chancellor
failed to act upon the immediate proposal, but inste ad
e stab lished ye t another study
committee to inve stigate the
situ at ion. One perhaps would
have assumed at this point
that the administration was
aware of the difficulties
women were encountering.
Unfortunately, the situation
continued to deteriorate.
Enclosed find a copy of
pages "188-189" of the offcial University of Maine,
Portland-Gorham catalogue for
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1970-71 (Supplement C) • The
The foregoing examples are
women in administration (exby no means complete. The
eluding faculty)
have been
Alumni Director of the Gorham
designated by . check marks.
Campus for instance, was of. Commencing with:
fered the Directorship of both
1) The Port+and . female
campuses--she · had no male cotin(Registrar) who was Head
terpart on the Portland campus..
Registrar with some five
The ensuing debate over her
years of seniority at UMPG
compensation was 9 uch that she
and . an M.A. degree lost such
would not have assumed the posititle when the final decision
tion had not the private alumni
for the Registrar Of UMPG
association intervened in her
went to the then Associate
behalf and offered private
Registrar, male, having one
funds to supplement the salary
year with the ipstitution ~nd
offered her by t,h~. universitv.• .
only B .B .A. degree· The tiIn the Busines.s. area of
tles were reversed, the fethe former .two bursar po'simale being made Associate
tions, only the male bursar . at
Registrar.
Portland received a title
2) The Portland female
change to Business Manager
(Librarian) who was _Head
while the bursar at Gorham retibt arian with eight years
mains as Bursar, ~s she has for
seniority and a M.A . . degree
over · twenty years~
lost the merger position to
Also questionable is the
male with a M.S.
high turnover rate for women
degree and only 2 years with
considering this limited number
the university. The female
in the administrative ranks.
was designated as his suboro~~r the past three ~ears, the
dinate.
local administration has lost
3) The female (Bookstore
not only an Associate Director
Manager, Portland) _9-_Il~ of Student ]1ffairs and
(Acting Bookstore Manage·r,
(1971) a Bookstore Manager
Gorham): The Booksttre
(mentioned previously), but
Manager with years of exalso (1971) the Assistant
perience in bookstore manageDirector of the Head Start Supment after first being applementary Training program;
preached to assume that respon- (1970) the Director of Student
sibility for the merged instiAffairs; (1969) the Dean of
tution, quit when a young man
women; (1969) the Director of
from a .neighboring institution
Placement. Since 1969, not
was subsequently appointed Mana- one woman has r e ceived an
ger.
administrative promotion ...
4)
The female (Associate
·(not including the Alumni
Dean of Students) is in the sec- Director position). More
ond year of questioning compensa-women are to be found in the
tion difference which is al"half-time" administrative
, leged to be based on discrimipositions; the average pay
nation by the administration.
scale is far leS.?. _for women
5) . The female (Associate
administrators than men; and
Director of Student Affairs)
the . lacik of a single female
has quit her administrative
administrator on the
position and returned to full
approximately 10-member Adtime teaching. One of the
visory Administrative Council
questionable situations she has to the President makes imconfronted, was that a month
plicit the inference that not
after her appointment as Asone of the women in the adsociafi~ Director in the summer
mini strati ve ranks holds a
of 19 70., she was asked to give
key position.
up her Associate title and
In the above mentioned simove down to an Assistant tuations, possibly some are
Director inJorder that a new
justifiable; but clearly not
man comirig into the department
all. Individual cases such
could be given that title.
as mine are difficult to
The female refused. When she
prove; yet somehow continued
quit recently, the female,
abuse and disregard for equ~l
who moved into her position,
protection laws on such a wide
was appointed at the Assistant
scale are questionable. Some
level·, receiving no title change persons who have suffered
from her .former position with
discrimination are frequently
the university. .
unaware of its nature and of6) ~he female (Director of
ten must justify their failure
Testing and Counseling) has a
to succeed within our insti"half-time" administrative
tution on a personal basis.
position and is grossly underConsequently, the toll on
paid in comparison to other,
professional women with goals
university counselors performand aspirations of advanceing similar responsibilities
ment is immeasurable. Their
and possessing similar erefailure must be viewed in
dentials. She has experienced
terms of the total environment
ins e curity and professional em- created which rules out equ~l
barrassment as her Department
opportunities, stifles and
interv iewed a number of candiperpetuates the myth of indates over the past two years
competency of female adminif or a position (which has not ·
stratqrs to not only profesbe clearly defined) as "Direcsional colleagues, but also
tor" (presently the female's
the many female students with
title) or "Counselor", the lat- whom they come in daily con- ·
ter position to be under her
tact.
I regret to submit that,
direc't ion. · She is now in the
consciously or unconsciously,
process of -requesting clarifisuch has been.the ~nvironmei:it
cation of her title from the
created at University of Maine,
local administration.
Portland-Gorham.
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irritates the walls of the
cervi x thus creating so irritable a situation that sperm cannot pass into the uterus. He
de scribe d t his la t t e r situation
a s compared to· a "mini-abo r tion
every_ month."
The advantage according to
the speaker of the IUD which
is 98 to 99 % effective is that
it does not have to be taken
every morning, that it does
not mess up your head" about
complications such as the birth
control pill might create the
IUD is easy to check to see if
it is in place because of a
string attached to the device.
Dr. Schwartz continued that
the intra-uterine devices is only
95% effective the first month
'
it is in use and other types of
birth· control devices or methods
should be used during this
time. ·
One of the "absolute"
methods of birth control
mentioned in the talk, tubular ligation, should be reserved
for woman who want to "f6ol
around" or a woman whose husband has a hanq.ip about vasectomy . .. 6n the · topic of vasectomy itself, the "absolute"
method, the medi ~al ·doctor
· stated that the male must have
a succession of sperm counts
after the surgery is performed.
"Once you have two successive
· (negative) sperm counts, you
are all right," he stated.
In discussing abortion, Dr.
Schwartz stated that some of
the side effects of abortion is
acute depression, prolonged
depression and guilt feelings."
"It is not a uterus that _has
an abortion, it is a woman
who has an abortion," he
stated.
"In ~uch cases of
depression, the doctor
must work in terms of guilt
·feelings and at last must
discuss birth control so it
(abortion) will not be an
habitual thing with the woman,"
he concluded.
In a question and answer
session held durin~, the lecture
a female student asked "why
does the pill cause disturbances in one female and not in
another?"
"That is the best definition
of female that I have heard.'
Dr. Schwartz responded. ·

Bir th Con trol Methods

And Devices ...
"I rec.e ived a letter from
the government today that said
that they would pay for pregnancy under Medicare," stated
Dr. Fred Schwartz in his talk
entitled "Birth Control and
Abortion" presented to Professor Ronald Mazer's Thursday
night class, "Topics of Hu~an
Sexuality." The Portland
Physician stated that the reason for such governmental
coverage is that. it has - been
Fred Schwartz,
shown in the 40 to 50 year old
Portland physician
range "the pill" may be prolonging fertility.
year as aspirin .with less side
The majqr portion of the
effects. However, ·how extenlecture was concerned with
sive are the side effects is
birth control methods and
the question you must ask."
devices. Dr. Schwartz began
the medical speaker stated.
the talk by discussing the
The birth control pill which·
oldest birth control method
he referred to · in simplistic
referred to in the Bible: the
terms as a pill by which the
rhythm method. He stated that
body "tells the sensative rethe method has the ·1owest net
ceptors of the body that it
efficiency probably becaLse it
does not make any sense to pop
requires mor.e self-control.
out an egg . since I am already
On birth . control devices,
pregnant, ·"has been said -to ..
he ·stated that the condom
cause blood clots ir1 the l~gs, ·
had the biggest safety reaLms and perhaps the head
cords in birth control.
"Dealong with being accused of'
spite leaking and exploding
causing cancer.
In regard to
and the lack of sensation.
the latter charge, Dr. Schwartz
it does prevent pregnancy•"
stated that according to tests,
he stated. The medical doctor
certai n kinds of breast and
estimated that these devices
cervical malignancies may be
leaks "about 5% of the time"
accelerated by the extra horand should be tested after/
manes given to the women by
use so that pregnancy may
"the pill." However, it may
still be prevented.
In re.....J...so be that . some tumors are~ .
gard to the lack of sensation,
slowed down, ir. their progreswhich he said has been dession by the birth control
cribed by some as "taking a
pill. In any case, the docbath with boots on _," he said
tor advised that Women on
many people put a lubricant
the pregnancy preventive pill
on the device. However, he
should have a pap test every
cautioned against using
six months instead of the
vaseline petroleum jelly as
usuai . annual checkup arid also
a lubricant because "it tends
should be shown by her physito dissolve the condom material. cian how to examine herself
Another pregnancy prevenfor breast cancer.
tive device mentioned was con"If you miss one pill and
traceptive foam which the guest take two pills the next day,
speaker described as essential- it is just as if you did not
ly a spermicide or a substance
miss any pills," Dr. Schwartz
which poisons sperm The most
stated. However the physician
frequent problems associated
warned ,. "If you miss two
with this device aris~s from
succe~sive pills and have innot respecting the time limit
tercourse, consider yourself
which the foam must be used
pregnant," "Birth Control
before coitus, 30 or 40 minutes, pills are extremely safe but
not using it before another
you must use them with the react of intercourse and not
spect they deserve." he confi lling the plunger used to
eluded.
inject the toam fully.
Dr. Schwartz added that ·
The biggest problem of .the
hopefully there would be newer
diaphragm which was referred
and better pills on the market
to by Dr. Schwartz as "an upside such as the one Dr. Mazer is
down condom" is that it must
working on.
be properly palce. The proper
In discussing the IntraPlac ement of this device can be Uterine Conceptive Device
effected by a weight loss of
(IUD), Dr. Schwartz stated
5-10 pounds the doctor
"How does it work? I don't
cautioned. The Portland Physi- know and I am not ashamed to
cian also warned that the desay ~o because nobody else does
vice must remain in place for
either." One of the theories,
six hours after intercourse and he said, is that the IUD
mentioned that the diaphragm
changes the mucus of the cervix
is 90 to 99 % effective.
and creates in it an hostility
"Probably · as many birth.
to sperm. The second theory is
control pills are taken per
that the contraceptive device
"' 't_ -' -• . \
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Getting Married?
The Howard Printing Company has a complete line
of wedding stationery designed to meet the needs
of any bride to be. For
forty years Howard Pr1nting has been known f6r
quality, workmanship, efficient service and reasonable prices. If there's
a wedding in your future,
won't you consider Howard
Printing?
Howard Printing Company
. 203 Middle Street
Portland
773-2721
(no ans. and evenings · 773-6787)
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Review Committee
Being Discussed
On the recommendation of
t}:le UMPG Council, the Chairman of the Student Affairs
Conuni ttee and the Faculty
Affairs Committee and a representative of the Administrator Affairs Committee
will meet with the Council
and President Louis Calisti
at the committee's regularly
scheduled meeting on Wednesday concerning the functicn
of an Ad Hoc Committee on
Governance. According to
Calisti, the ad hoc committee
will "review and moCerate" the
governance procedures and report their recommendations
to him by Marchi, 1972.
The idea of establishing
such a comini ttee gained of.:.
ficial recognition and appeared in the minutes for
the June 10, 1971 Board of
Trustees meeting in which the
Boa1:d voted to : insuruct
Chancellor McNeil to carry out
his statement of intent with · ··
r espect to the goverriance
d ocument which · inpart ·stated: '
" ... Acting President ·
MacLe od , and President-designate Cal isti , have · informed
the Ch ancellor that they intend to move with the appointment of this Ad Hoc Review
Committee, a~ soon as election
of the Council and of the
committees takes place .
It
will have the additional charg~
that the Committee report to
the President no later than
March 1, 1972.
Its purpose
will be to review, monitor
and make reconunendations to
the President on governance
procecures.
President-designate Calisti
~as further assured the Chan-

Magazine Gets No Mo~e

cellor that the Governance
Procedures for UMPG, either as
they now exist or in a new
form resulting from the work
of the Ad hoc Review Conunittee,
will be subject to ratification by the faculty, students and administrators of
UMPG within the coming academic year and, in any case, prior to submission of further
recommendations for changes in
the Governance Documen_t from
the President to the Chancellor and Board."
Two weeks ago, the chairman of the Faculty Affairs
Committee, Eugene Schleh, requested that the Council defer action on the formation of
the committee until this weeks
meeting.
. "I don't know what to do,"
stated Calisti at the meeting,
"I see it as a patchwork type
of thing. Whether this should
have just UMPG people or people from the community, I do
not know ." ·
The ' UMPG administrative
head concluded that he would
send a letter to the Faculty Affairs, Student Affairs and ·
Administrator Affairs Committees, in which he would state
the function of the ad hoc
committee and "what I think .
this committee is. " "It
needs better definition,"
Calisti admitted.
He ~ill
meet next week along with the
Council with the chairmen of
the three groups.

Money Now States Board

Vote No On
November 2nd
--,
I

Puzzle
'rhe object of
this puzzle is
to find the following words in
any of the 8 positions shown
below.

y
y
0 0 0
y O B O y
0 0 0
y
y
y
y

n
h
it

i:

I, Answers To Puzzle
i'

II·
I

[

I'

II

I

CALCULUS
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
ECONOMICS
THEATER-SPEECH
PSYCHOLOGY
GEOGRAPHY
PHYSICS
FRENCH

(Submit Your Own UMPG Related Puzzle)

I

C A T O L S T R A L A R E B I L C N H P
Q T U F D A E N U R S I N G G O N C C H
C A L C U L U S K N T A O U I S N D E L
O N V G O B N Y MY R T S I ME H C E C
X T O E S R B R V F O Y R O R T A N P Z
I HS IL G ·N ER AN E Q F G Q NOS A
RR EC TE FI . MS OT DU MW L DR X
WO WE MA R L T U MS O Z A I L N E U
E P H Y S I C S N A Y T E K T N P S T W
D O K I B H D U B C L ML I H ~ 0 r A H
A L E S O Y U Z D Y K T C R E E D B E S
I O E E R N U I D E D A I D MO D E H N
Q G R B J E F A K Z L L S B A G Y A T O
P Y G O L O H C Y S P A L U T R R N A I
A R E D B J L V C O S J C J I A O K K T
B I O L O G Y I I R C Y G I C P T L E A
V O L N GX E C O N O M I C S H S O K C
B U O Y F N R I K N G WD C E Y I L G U
HOGS CUN BP HILO SO p · H ·y ED
A R Y E H S I N A P S A H M R M D P Y E
ANTHROPOLOGY
ENGLISH
GEOLOGY
CHEMISTRY
BIOLOGY
ASTRONOMY
HISTORY

L~~~---------:::____

MATHEMATICS
SCOGIS
SPANISH
PHILOSOPHY
LIBERAL ARTS
LATIN
EDUCATION

:~~TICA:,

s:::c: ____,

The Student Publications
Board, in a regular Thursday
afternoon meeting, took no
action on a request by the
Cat Mousam literary magazine for $500. Under the
chairmanship of UMPG senior
Martin Murphy, the board expressed a reluctance to grant .
the money· to Cat Mousam edit6~
Mike Fitzpatrick until it
could observe the results of ·
the magazine's first edition ·
planned for December 30.
The
board, which is composed of ·
five voting students not af~ filiated with student publi- ·
cations and the editors of
the two student newspapers,
. two yearbooks and literary
maga~ine, said it wanted ·to ··
see the receipts · of sal~s
and the cost of - production
before making additional
grants. The literary maga- ·:
zine, which Fitzpatrick' con- ·
tended ne'e ds the money ·now .
has been budgeted $1,·000 ,fnr .
the , current semester.
In other action ; the board
passed three motions. The
first calle d for a continuance
of a tuition waiver compensation for publication editors
to be funded by the student
activities fee .. Vice-President
of Student, Affairs Gordon · ·~
Bigelow has notified the~ publi- •
cations board that the u'n{versi ty will, starting next semester, no longer pick up the
tab for such tuition waivers.
Another motion, passed unanimously by the board,called on
President _ Calisti to have the
appropriate administrators
publish Faculty, staff and
student directories.
The
Board members indicated discontent with the unusual lateness of those periodicals. ·
Some expressed ·a b~lief that
the problem originated in the
registration office.
The third motion passed
by the group asked the five
student publications to submi·t
budgets to the board for informational purposes.
Under procedural matters, the
eleven member group, which
includes an advisor from the
Public Information and Development office, named junior Gail
Grant as secretary; ruled that
non-voting members could make
and second motions; and set ·
the time for meetings Thursdays at 3 p.m.
The board will meet again
November 11 on the Gorham cam~
pus.
DESERTED HOUSES
Deserted houses
,\re a must
With spider webs
And falling dust,
And a wind
That blows and tears
At gabled eaves
And empty chairs.
Don Conant

,.

l'ayc
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UMPG Faculty Salaries
The Viking has decided after long hesitation that i t is its duty to publish the list of
faculty salaries at the University of Maine at Portland--Gorham.
We do this for information
purposes so that students, faculty and administrators may better realize the relationship between payment and the quality of output.
While we refuse at this juncture the opportunity to
edi torially comment on the substance of the list, we can say something about the list itself.
Previously salaries have been dependent upon a small exclusive sect of individuals.
This
small grouR, consciou$ly or unconsciously, would reward their friends and punish their enemies.
With the list in the public domain, this type of situation will be hindered.
Judgment of
eq_n•-i-ity of salaries should be. with the taxpayers who foot the bill and the university community members whom the faculty members serve.
The salaries are as of January 1971.
They include everyone with faculty rank.
This
i ncludes administrators with faculty rank who are on a full year appointment.
A few faculty
members, notably members of the physical education department, have been omitted because of
erro rs in the oriqinal list.
Any further errors should be reported to the Viking to update the
list.

Department
l.

Cam.

MacLeod

p

$26,000

Gor. Pres.
Grad.

Brooks
York

G
G

24,500
24,000

4.
5.

~~ursing
Soc

Eells
P
Romanyshyn P

22,000
22,000

p

I. A.

Najarian
Milbury
Mitchell

G

19,100
19,000
19,000

Math
Stud. Aff.

1. Fish
P. Smith

G
G

18.100
18,000

G.
G

17,800
17,600
17,300
17,200

P
P
P
G
G
P
G
G
G

16,500
16,320
16,200
16,100
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000
16,000

P. Cole
P
Mi Peabody G
Monsen
P
Waters
P
Kirwin
P
Weeks
G
R. CostelloG
Emerson
G
Berry
G
Saldanha
P
Neuberger G
Lacognata G
F. CampbellG
FitzpatrickP
.O'Donnell G

15,900
15,800
15,800
15,800
15,700
15,700
15,500
15, 50·0
15,450
15,300
15,250
_15,150
15,000
15,000
15,000

6.
7.
8.

Bio
Ed~ Media

9.

11.
12.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18 .
19.
20.
21.

22.
23.

Sci,.
Geology
.Bus.
Edu.

- Kerr
Trefethan
Siedlik
Cobb

Assoc. Dean Whiting
Chem.
A.G. Smith
Nursing
MacLean
Stud. Teach.Hemptel
Psy.
Bowman
Math
Guay
Eng.
Hanna
Hist.
J. Whitten
Sci. Wood

Hist.
24.
Edu.
25.
Soc.
26.
Bus.
2 7.
Phys.
2 8.
Eng.
29.
Phy. Ed.
30.
Soc. Sci.
31.
I. A.
32.
Psy.
33.
Sci. N
34.
Soc.
35.
36. ' Music
Bus.
. 37.
Edu.
38.

G

p

p

Bus.
52. Bus.
Psy .
53.
54 . . Bus .
I.A.
55.

Bowder
G
Hodgdon
G
Young
G
ChamberlandG
Dickey
G
P. Rogers P
Hackett
G
Southworth G
Goodwin
G
Connick
P
D_. Moore
P
Bishop
P
Findlay
P
Durgin
P
Paradise
G
Bay
P
Slocum
G

14,800
14,800
14,800
14,700
14,700
14,700 ·
14,650
14,600
14,520
14,400
14,400
14,300
14,300
14,200
14,100
14,000
14 , 000

56.
57.

Gr.'a ss
Hare

13,950
13,950

39.
40.
41.

42.
43.
44.

45.
46.
4 7.
4 8.
49.
50.

Music
Phy. Ed.
Hist.
Music
Hist.
Math
Edu.
Psy.
Phy. Ed.
Hist.
Edu.

Psy.

51.

Sci.
Sci.

G
G

Department

SALARY

2.
3.

10.

•

Acad. V.P.

Name

5 8.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63~

64.

Bio.
I. A.

Eng.Eng.
Edu.
Sci.
I.A.

Sci.
65.
Stud. Aff.
66.
Sci.
6 7.
Eng.
6 8.
Eng.
69.
Edu.
70.
Edu.
71.
Music
72.
Eng.
73.
Soc.
74.
Econ.
75.
Fr .
76.
7 7. - Bio.
Librarian
7 8.
Math
79.
I.
Nursing
Math
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92 •. ·
9 3.
95.
96.
97.
.• Q, 8.

. 99.

100·~
.' · l Ol.
'', .• 1 ·02.
' 103.
. 104.
106.
107.
108 ".
· 109 :
- 110.
· 111.
112.
113.
114.
115.
116.
117.
118.
119.
120.
121.
122.
123 .

Sci.
Bio.
Phys.
Fr.
Hist.
Eng.
Hist.
Speech
Bus.
Speech
Edu.
Psy.
Art
Eng.
Chem.
Edu .
Speech
Phy. Ed.
Bus.
.Bio.
Eng.
Sci.
I. A.

.Eng.
Hist.
Bus.
Bus.
Lib.
Eng.
Soc.
Edu.
Lang.
Pol. Sci.
Nursing
Music
....
Ger.
Eng.
Edu.
Bus.
Nursing

Name

Cam.

Riciputi
G
Mertens
G
Reuter
G
Hopkinson P
M. CostelloG
Barker
G
Faulkner
Ci
Miller
G
Menninger P
M. Whitten G
Rootes
G
Sawyer
G
Gutzmer
G
C. Smith
G
Heel
G
Rutherford G
Steinman
P
Wither ill G
Dal vet
P
Dorsey
G
Duval
P
Estes
G
Ivanisin
P
Ma. PeabodyG
Pendleton
Holmes
Walkling
Rolfe
Schleh
Bernard
Bibber
Hansen
Jagolinzer
Pic'l
Rhoades
Sanborn
~iner
Jaques
. . ·sottery
., Soule
· Stump
.Bouchard
Hall
Kern

G
P
P
G
G
P
G
P
P
G
P
P

G
P
P
P

G
G
P
P

Un

P

Ayers
Morrill

G
G

Baier
Hunt
McMahon
· Manck
F.
Talbot
Coffin
Anspach
Chronister
Crochet
Fisher
Paige
Puopolo
Schwanauer
Jackson
Fickett
Bien

P

P
P
P
P

P
P

P
G
P
P
P
P
P
G
P

C:o t t:on ' .. ,· . ;·p .-·-. •'

SALARY
13,950
13,900
13,900
13,800
13,700
13,500
13,500
13,500
13,500
13,450
13,450
13,400
13,380
13,128
13,100
13,100
13,100
13,100
13,000
13 I 0-0 0
13,000
13,000
13,000
13,000
12,950
12,800
12,800
12,750
12,700
12,500
12,500
12,500
12,500
12,500
12,500
12,500
12,400
12,300
12,300
12,300
12,300
12, 20.0
12,100
12, 100 .
12,100
12,050
12,000
11,900
. 11 , 900
11,900
11,800
11,700'
11,600
11,500
11,500
11,500
11,500
11,500
11,50 0
11,500
11,400
11,300
11,200
1 1 ; 2-0·0 .

..

Nov.

124.
125.
126.
127.
12 8.
129.
130.
131.

Department
Nursing
Lang.
Edu.
Nursinq
Phy. Ed.
Eng.
Edu.
I. A.

Name
TryonE. Clark
Colucci
Roscoe
Raybould
Slavick
Walker
Warren

Cam.
P
P
P
P
G
G
G
G

SALARY
11,200
11,100
11,100
11,100
11,000
11,000
11,000
11,000

132. Edu.
133. Hist.
Art
134.
135·.
Pol. Sci.
136. Math.
137.
I. A.
Geo.
13 8.
139. Math.
140. Eng.
141. Art
142. Pol. Sci.
143. Math.
144. Hist.
145. Nursing
146. .Phy. Ed.
147. Phys.
14 8. Math.
149. Bio.
150. Hist.
151. Hist.
152. Nursing
153. Bus.
154. Nursing
155. Nursing
156. Phy. Ed.
157. soc.
158. Edu.
159. Edu.
Phil.
160.
161. Bio.
162.
Art.
163. Eng.
164. Eng.
165. Soc.
Lang.
166.
Lib.
167.
168. Eng.
169. · Music
Psy.
170.
171. Nursing
172. Math
173. Art
174. Pol. Sci.
175.

Bergeson
G
Cannon
P
Franklin
G
Pierce
P
p
Brown
Carter
G
Hodges
G
Moulton
G
O'Reilly
G
Sawtelle
G
Seiler
G
Soichak
G
Ventresco G
p
Tuk~y
Thomas
G
Armentrout G
p
Canty
Greenwood p
p
Albee
p
Dietrich
p
.Maddox
p
McKeil
p
Stone
J. Talbot p
p
Willard
p
Giguere
Small
G
Allan
G
p
Gavin
p
Mazer
Rakovan, J.P
Rosen
G
Vincent
G
Waterhouse P
Lepelley
P
MacDougall G
Burke
P
G
R. Cole
Hearns
P
Lewis
P
MacDonald G
M. Moore
G
Roberts
P
O. Rogers G

10,800
10,800
10,800
10,700
10,600
10,550
10,500
10,500
10,500
10,500
10,500
10 ~500
10 .• 5CO
10,500
10,450
10,400
10,400
10,400
10,300
10,300
10,300
10,300
10,300
10,300
10,300
10,260
10,250
10,200
10,200
10,200
10,200
10,200
10,200
10,200
10,100
10,100
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000

176.
177.
178.
179.

Andrews
Chandler
Grange
Jensen

9,800
9,800
9,800
· 9,900

Bus.
Bus.
Phil.
Nursing
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P
P
P
P

180.
181.
182.
183.
184.
185.
186.
187 ..
188.
189.
190.
191.
192.
19 3.
194.
195.
196.
197.
19 8.
199.

Department
Psy.
Geog.
Art.
Hist.
Eng.
Math
Math
Nursing
Soc.
Eng.
Eng.
Lang.
Bus.
Speech
Bus.
Speech
Lang.
Hist.
Math
Anthr.

200.
201.
202.
203.
204.
205.
206.
207.
20 8.
209.
210.
211.

Eng.
Nursing
Nursing
Eng.
Pol. Sci.
Lang.
Art
Nursing
Phy. Ed.
Eng.
Eng.
Nursing

Name
Cam.
VanHemel
P
Franch
G
Ubans
G
Whitmore
P
Wilson
P
Bradbard
G
Chabot
P
C. Fish
P
Fullam
P
$elkin
P
Carner
G
DiBenedettoP
Annett
P
Power
P
Taylor
P
Steele
P
G. Duclos P
Eastman
P
Foster
P
Grossinger P
Carper
Dubowich
Edwards
Lewisohn
Maney
A. Duclos
L. Rakovan
Hammond
Breton
Wolf
Milliken
Tiedemann

p
p
p
p_

P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P

SALARY
9,750 "
9,700
9,700
9,700
9,700
9,650
9,600
9,600
9,600
9,600
9,500
9,500
9,300
9,300
9,300
9,200
9,000
9,000
9,000
9,000
8,800
8,800
8,800
8,800
8,700
8,600
8,600
8,500
8,400
8,100
8,000
7,800

,faculty Averages
Professor:
Associate:
Assistant:
Instructor:
Gorham:
Portland:
UMPG:
Orono:

15,780
13,356
10,788
9,504
13,200
11,628
12,346
13,272

$140.

NO REFERRAL
FEE ...
UPTO
12 WEEKS ..,
CALL

212 · 737· 5221

flowers IINI Alltiques

•

U 6 ( - S l ....-.......

Now

- Another New

Store
at the

Maine Mall
Open Daily
Little Pe o p le · playin ~ pool at Gorham.

10 A.M. to 9:30 P.M.
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PoGo PunJabs
by Mike Preston
Code #9999
Department of Injustices
Viking Offices
The Case of the Missing Salt
or How the Cafeteria Pushes
More Liquids.
In conjunction with my policy of seeking out and exposing
all injustices to students in
general "and me in particular,
I emptied my bank account in
order that I might experience
a "meal in the cafeteria last
Thursday ev~ning.
The so-called
meal consisted of 1 hot tµrkey
sandwich, 23 french fries (recycled from last .week), corn,
and 1 roll with butter eve.n.
The latter was probably the
pr6duct of~ po~ched Gorham
cow. · Don't , laugh--the fhod
services at .Gorh a m are run
by the 'same lethal organ1zation.
Now ~ack to the ~eal . . A . ·
gourmet as far as turkey . is
concerned, I was looking for~
w_a rd to a tasty meal.
It · had
a t~~te alright!!
The turkey
would have been great--I think
--if its taste could have been
detected through the salt-gravy.
Just taking a whiff of said ·
gravy would qualify anyone for
the free health care established
by the President's Commission
on sait-lung Di sease.
The fries . were evidently
cooked "plenty early" in readiness for the evening meal and
were no t e ven k e p t h eat ed
d u ri n g the se rving pro cess .
Th e roll should h a ve been ·re s c u ed long befo r e as it had
a l most d ied from e x posur e.
Putting in a good word fo r the
Caf . , howe ver, the rolls were
probably bought in that ~eteriorated conditi on--after all
the y 're cheaper.
The corn,
I must admit, I can't cri ticize
I didn't have any since it
would hav e been bad for ~Y
ulcers (not a product of cafeteria fobd--although one ,
might wonde r .)
I may have
missed the best part of the
mea l not having indulged; in
the corn but I doubt it.
My investigation revealed
that there is a method t o the
cafeteria peoole's madness.
The over abundance of salt
creates an agonizin~ thirst.
Natural ly the drink is not
included in the price of the
"meal. " Even my large overpriced glass of milk did . not
shake my thirst.
I d i dn't,
howe v er . . buv another. . dr i_nk .
I 'd be. damned i f I was goi ng to buckl e unde r to s u ch
II

When you know it's for keeps
Happily, all your special moments together will
be symbolized forever by your engagement and
wedding rings. If the name, Keepsake, is in the
ring and on the tag, you are assured of fine quality
and lasting satisfaction. The engagement diamond
is pe~fect, of superb color, and precise cut. Your
Keepsake Jeweler has a selection of many lovely
styles. He's in the yellow pages under "Jewelers."

.

culinery warfare. ·
, . Since all evidence had
been eaten: or destroyed by
the g~rbage disposal--£ro~
whe:n,ce it: might; possibly
ri?e_ ag_a in--legal , ai:::tion in
the .Viking Superior Coul:'.t was
to no avail.
Ju.d ge Pres_to11,
however, could not let the ·
culprits get off scot free so
he hit all '. responsible parties on their wrist with one
of their own soggy noodles.
Notice: The names have not
been changed to prote c t the
innocent or quiltv.

Sailing Team
.· Ge ts F irst
Th e UMPG Sa iling Club ti e d
for f i rs t p l ace late yeste r day
in t he Frank l in Pi e r ce Co l lege
Trophy Race held on that New
Hampshire camp us.
UMPG, FP,
and Maine Mari t ime Academy all
t i ed for the winnin~ position
with nine poi nts.
No other
teams we r e in the me et.
Th i s was the best finish y et
for the Pogo team.
I ronica l ly
it was .a t the Academy i. :.e am campus t h at . the Pcigoani -~ i 0 d f or
second p l ace ~
·
Unfortunately, the Pogoans
were in las t place at the
other four races they have
entered so far this year
e x cept for MIT. · At the ne x t
meet the team hopes that it
can tie tor first against only
one team . At that meet there
will probab ly be only one
team.
.
The Sailing Team is accepting new me~ers for the spr i ng
championship series.
.

~psake®
~EG. ISTE,RED

DIA.MONO

ct)

,----------------------.
I
I
Rine,, from $100 to $10,000

Tr.de Mark Rei. A. H. Pond Co.

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING

I Send new 20 pg. booklet, " Planning Your Engagement and Wedding"
I fu ll color folder and <I<! pg. Bride 's Book gift offer all for only 2St.
I N,m,
I
II
1~
I State

plus
F-71

~

I K EEPSAKE

DIAMOND

RINGS,

BOX 90,

SYRACUS E,

I
I
I
I
I
I

I

J

Zip

N .Y.

1)201

I

L----------------------~
Yo u a r e invited to Mai n e ' s
on l y Dia mond Sa l on where yo u
may view Maine ' s L a r gest Selection of Keepsake Per f ec t
Diamonds .

58 1 CONGRESS STREET
PORTLAND, MAINE
04101

"u. o f M. Studen t Cha rge
A c c o un t s Invi t ed"

lnforma~~AIO'R1/0/I

Counsell_ing, ~eferrals.~l)Ul~f _
For conf1dent1al and ft
Ill;
personal help call (212) 758 2150

r

~o~i~~gr?J~ /ADVICE FOR WOMEN, INC.

RINGS

Is This Your New Dorm Neighbor?
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The Promise A Great Success
Review by Tizz Crowley
The Promise by Aleksei Arbuzon, was a fantastic opening
for the season productions of
the UMPG Art Theatre. This
week-::-e_nds_ performance should
be credited to the fresh talent _o_
f __Do11 Lowell, who _carried the story of the play.
The play is about people in
time and place. It shows the
effect of war _and peace on the
development of three people
over seventeen years. The
acts are broken into periods:
Act I-the opening-the siege of
Leningrad 1942, Act II-the first
flush of victory, 1946. and
Act III-1959 when the war is
almost forgotten.
The success of the play . depends on the development of
characters. · Dan Lowell -as
Marat made the character exist
and grow in the minds of the
audience. He was blustering,
desperately. proud, and easily
hurt. The character was - to be
a man of action, and of imagination-this was to lead him
to his ambition to ,be a bridge
builder . . Lowell would boast
of his heroic deeds but couldn't
conceal his own needs , for
telling of tales.
Sandra Bagley as Lika had
difficulties in the beginning,
however as ~the character developed so did her acting.
Frail and insecure Lika prides
herself because she gets into
adult movies yet is fearful at
the arrival of a life or death
telegram. She loves Marat
and hopes someday to be a
specialist instead of a general
practioner, which her mother
was.
Harlan Baker, as Leonidik,
failed to come across strong.
However this could be considered
as staying in charcter, as

Education Dean
Candidate Here
All studehts in the College
of Education are cordially invited to meet with Dr. William
Mayo of Curry College located
in Milton, Massachusetts.
Dr. Mayo, candidate for the
~eah's position, will be on the
Gorharri campus on Wednesday. An
informal meeting with the fi~ulty and students will be held
on the 5th floor of Bailey Hall
from 11:30-12:30.
"Like their heroes, Che Guevera
Fidel Castro, and Ho Chi Minh,
the only language student e x tremists understand is force . . .
The sooner they (the students)
are expelled from student bod l es and dismissed from faculties the sooner our c ampuses
wi l l resume the i r historic
roles as cent e rs of r e ason and
int e llectual pursuit."

Lewis F. Powell (late Oct., '68)
Nixon Supreme Court Nominee

Leonidik lacked strength until
the end.
Leonidik was a poet
who felt much self-deprecation.
He also had the habit of referring to himself in the third
person.
The three performers did an
outstanding job in conveying
the idea of maturing seventeen
years.
It appeared believable
and strenghtened the way the
audience identified with the
characters.
The promise mentioned in
the title, is made by Lik'a in
Act II.
"Children are -born into this world to succeed where
their parents failed. I promise there will be no more
disease left at the end of the
20th century.
I give you my
word." Yet thirteen years
later, she is a general practitioner; Leonidik, a feeble
poet, who drinks too heavily;
and Marat passes up the chance
of his life to build the
bridge.
The production, honest and
serious and at times engrossin~
slides nicely around ~ach
corner of the internal triangie
with warmth and humor. The
performance is fine and the
writing tight.
You have the
story line of boy meets girl,
loses girl, and wins girl. You
have the interrupted kisses
and the longing lips not
touching.
The satirical references
to Soviet life style were in~
teresting. Much emphasis is
placed on social duty. Since
hundreds of people had died
in the seige so that others
could live, the young had to
fulfill their promise.
The only criticism for the ,
production was that a Russian
play by Americans in blue
jeans produces ~n unnecessary
credibility gap.

Federal Career Dav
Comes To UMPG
Next Monday is Federal
College Day here.
Representatives from a wide range of
Federal agencies and activities will be on hand to discuss the latest programs and
employment opportunities in
the Federal government.
Career
Day is not a recruiting effort,
but rather an informal meeting
between students and government.
Students at all
academic levels and with all
academic backgrounds are welcome to drop by th.e Career
Day displays and exhibits located in the Gymnasium from
9:30 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
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Pog o Brie fs
The P r esiden t and membe r s
of the Ad mi n i s tr at ive s taff
wi ll mee t i nfo r mally,
T ue s d ay
Novemb e r 2 , at Dean Godfr e y's
r e s i d e nce on th e Portlan d
campus.
All inter e st e d me mb e rs
of the UMPG commun i ty are cordially invited to monitor the
r e sults with them and discuss
th e Income Tax Repeal question
---negative or positi v e.
Time: 8 p.m. until--!

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

it

The Student Organizations
Committee would like to give
the remin~der - that organizations' constitutions are due
for approval.
Without submit- ·
ting a constitution, an organization cannot be recognized
by the University.
A copy of
the guidelines for such constitutions can be found in
the Student Affairs Committee
Office in the Student Vnion,
Portland or the Student Center, Gorham. , Please leave _a
qopy of your constitution in
one of these two places.
The Housing .and Food Services Committee requests students, both on campus and , off
campus, to submit complaints
about food services or housing.
Complaints may be submitted
to the Student Affairs Office
in Portland or the Housing
department at Gorham.
All
complaints will be investigated.
All students interested in
forming a club hockey team at
UMPG are urged to attend an organizational meeting at 3:00
tomorrow in Hastings Formal
Lounge on the Gorham campus _.
Oliver Washinsky, a new
member of the UMPG political
science faculty, _ will be
an invited discuss~nt at the
No r theastern Political Science
Association meeting, Wednesday through Friday.
Washinsky, whose area of speciality
is comparative politics, will
be a member of a three-man
committee which will react
_to a speech on "Nationalism
Reconsidered."
The Academic Life Committee
of Colby College Student
Government is present i ng a
color, documentary film,
Russia, at . Given Auditorium on
Thursday, November 4 at 9:00
p.m.
Adrrission will be one
dollar.
Produced and directed by
filmmaker, Theodore Holcomb~
with a commentary written by
the noted author, Harrison E.
Salisbury, the film is the
first uncens ~ red movie of the
Sovir.t Union ever made.

Vote No On Income
Tax Repeal Tuesday
Polls Open· From B a.m. to B p.m.
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Library Budget
·
·
.
administration who willingly
Under,Attaek
spend sig~ificant sums in

areas and on ta.cilities that
do not benefit the student.
Due to a typical budget cut, Unless the students wake up
this will continue and our
the· library ~an not maintain
libra~y will not be used to
the same hours that it pre- its
capapcity.
viously held.
One hour each
Jerry Hillock - It should
night Mon.-Fri: has been cut
be open at least to 11~00
out.
Also Sunday afternoon,
p.m. every night and at
the library opens an hour la·least 1:00 a.m. during finals
ter. · Many students are quite
tipse~ with the library's having or maybe 24 hours. He feels
that students should b~
to cqt the hours.
Students
allowed to bring ref~eshment1=:
seem to feel that they've been
taken again by the administra- . inside." Library should have
a higher priority in the
tion's priorities for the budbudget.
It should be top
get.
Students in general feel
piiority except for class
that the library should not be
courses and faculty."
·
cut because so many students
Steve Hilton - He said he's
use· the library.
Some feel .
easy to please and finds the
that other areas should have
been cut further or . that spend- library hours convenient and
the set up good.
ing of some capital (i.e.
David Rowell - He'd like to
Calisti's newly decorated ofsee more fiction on the shelves.
fice in Portland) or spending
Reference Librarian on some excessive luxuries
Jerry Banner refused to comment
(e.g. renting the Shawmut . Inn
but in keeping with . his job rewhen the Presidential Din·ing
ferred us to Majorie Duval.
Room would have sufficed
Head Librarian - Marjorie
the purpose the Inn was used
Duval
is disappointed with any
for).
It seems ironical
budget
cut but as a realist she
that it is the administrators
knows
it's
not happening only
who cry out to the students
at
UMPG.
She
understands that
and faculty to use existin~
its
happening
at schools
resources ·on campus. Yet
throughout
the
country.
"At
they seem to be at liberty to
least
in
my
unhappiness
I
have
exempt themselves from the
lots
of
company,"
she
states.
same condition they impose
She is trying to make the best
on others.
of
it and get the important
We have interviewed some
materials
that the library
students who frequently use
and
students
need.
For the
the library. We also interduration
of
the
budgetary
viewed Majorie Duval the
services, she'll apply very
head librarian.
Here are some
selective acquisition polifurther comments from these
cies to see that current
people.
publications
are kept up.
Sheila Chisholm - "Hours
She
indicated
that , the publiare alright for me but I don't
cations
will
be
those that
know about anyone else." She
are
strictly
within
the scope
feels that downstairs there's
of
the
curriculum
offered
at
some noise but not enough to
UMPG.
Duval
feels
the
library
bother her and that upstairs
will do its best to fulfill
is always quiet.
the requests on books which
Rick Kcchis - He sees the
faculty and students want.
library as an arena for social
However,
she stressed the idea
contacts. He sits where he
that
students
should u~e the
can see everyone.
Rick would
public
library
for publicalike to see the hours on
tions
that
UMPG
does not ofSaturday lengthened for those
fer
instead
of
requesting
tLe
who wiph to study longer. · He
library
fo
get
them
unless
said "much much much too nbisy
they are pertinent to a course.
everyplace, My Goq I · can't
study in there anymore:· He Id
About the hours, she said
like the music room to have
that from 10-11 the library
more popular music. Most of
wasn't · used much anyway, and
the people open windows which
that 1-2 on Sunday afternoon
make others cold.
·
sometimes as few as 2 or 3
Alice Woog - She indicates
students would be studying
a need . for ce.rtain smoking
there. The policy during
?reas because smoke may be
finals will be an additional
bothersome to some students.
hour each night.
She stated she'd like to see
Staffing the library
"areas where no one will bother also seems to be a slight
you so it .can be really q~iet
problem.
One student is
and no one is bugging you."
needed to work about 10 hours
Marty Murphy - ~e indicated
a week and some other vacanthat he'd like the library
. cies which were not allowed to
open til 11:00 Sun.-Fri. He
be filled previously should
noted that Food restricition
soon be filled.
is a problem because many
On bring food into the listudents like to bring in
brary, Duval feels that if
candy bars, etc .
only causes a mess by some
., Anonymous - "I feel that
irresponsible students. This
the library is an integral
mess can stain others books
segment o'f any academic comand desks. Besides~ she
· muni ty, and as such should be
pointed · out., that there · is a
given high priority.' My view
lounge downstairs in Luther
is obviously not shared by the Bonney.
by Singer & Casasq

John A. Spanog]e

Professor Misses Otance
To Speak To Senators
John A. Spanogle, professor
of law at the University· of
Maine School of Law missed his
chance last week to testify
before the U.S. Senate Banking
Committee in Washington.
The
plane that Spanogle was to
ride on was late.
The law school professor was
to speak in support of the Fair
Credit Bill.:!lng Act presented
by Senators William Proxmire,
D-Wis., and Edward w. Brooke,
R-Mass.
Instead, written testimony was presented in his behalf.
The author of numerous articl-es in the area of consumer
law, he served as a consultant
to the draftees of the bill.
According to Spanogle, the
act would assure credit-card
holders of immediate acknowledgment of their complaints
regarding ' misbilling and protect them against being charged
for merchandise which is faulty
or not received.
A professor at the School of
Law since 1964, he has been on
sabbatical leave for the past
academic year to work with The
Center for the Study of
Responsive Law, when~ he spe-·
cialized in consumer nrotection ' problems. The c~nter is
a . public interest firm chaired
by Ralph Nader.

FREE LEGAL
ABORTION HELP
If ~o u want an abortion. ACT AS
, EARLY AS POSSIBLE in your prcgi nc,ncy. CALL US ANYTIME. All
inquiries> arc held STRICTLY PRI·
1
\ A TE A1"0 CONFIDENTIAL.
Our staff will arrange an appointment
f()f
you at a specialized clinic or
h,,srital in New York . staffed by
BOARD-CERTIFIED GYNECOLO·
' GISTS and ANESTHESIOLOGISTS.
There is ne,·er a referral fee or charge
for our sen"ices.

(212)
935-0081
7 Days a Week-24 Hours a Day
wo,IEN'S INTERESTS
and SER\ ICES EAST
"0"·1'ROFIT ORGA"IZ\TIO"

I
I

I
I
I
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Greek Goddess Candidates.
From left to right, Janet Pikul (Phi Mu), Linda Trasic
(Alpha Xi Delta), Ellie Sands (Omega Zeta Chi) and Debbie Brown (Kappa Delta Epsilon).
Greek God Candidates.
Same order, John Picone (Phi Mu Delta), Gr~ig (Dog) Parr (Tau
Kappa Epsilon) and Dave Nichols (Delta Chi).
Missing from the picture is Rick Leone (TeP).

Greeks
One of the best advantages
of being in a sorority is
meeting and being with a lot
of new people.
On Nov. 8th
the inter-soror1ty council
will sponsor a formal tea in
Hastings Formal Lounge for
all non-greek girls interested
in pledging. · Corne and give .
the greek-way of life a .chance.
Corne and form your own opinions.
There's no better way
to meet i lot of new friends
on carnpus ..... Oct. 16 Omega
Zeta Chi along with Tau Kappa
Epsilon sponsored its first
campus activity.
An open
Party was held at Scarborough
Legion and a good time was
had by all.
Sunday afternoon
the sisters had a wonderful
time helping Delta Chi with
its annual Halloweeen Party
for the children of Gorham.
We are looking forward to Rush
and would like to invite all
non-greek women to attend the
Tea on Nov. 8, 8 p.rn. in
Hastings Formal Lounge.
Find
out about Greek Life!!
The
sorority will be participating
in Greek Weekend and hopes to
see Sister Ellie Sands . crowned
as Greek Goddess. New officers
~oi this year are--Betsy Perrow as Chaplain, Joan Healey.
as Pledge Trainer, and Kathy
Mitchell as Treasurer: Best
wishes go to Sister Betsy
Perrow on her engagement ..... :
Tau Epsilon Phi, the fraternity on· the Pcrtland campus,
has just included two new
pledges to the brotherhood.
Timothy True and Victor
Labrecque will be joined by
others soon.
TEP sponsored
the Halloween Party in the
Portland cafeteria S-aturday
night.

Canteen Co. of Mai.n e
Complete V-nding an~

~-~

Manual food . Se..:Vice

Greek Weekend
Observer News Articles
'
Starts Wednesday Authored By Faculty
Greek weekend is corning
fater then many of· us realize.
It gets off to a great start
Wednesday night at 8:30 in
Hastings Formal Lounge for
all greeks and especially
non-greeks to be informed
more about the greek system
and its advantages.
At 5:30
Thursday some of the fraters
will be running the torch that
will officially set the weekend off, from Portland to
Gorham.
After they arrive at
7:30, skits will be performed
by the sororities · and fraternities.
This is a B.Y.O.B. _~ffair.
Also the God and
Goddess will be c:cowned during
the intermission. ·Friday
afternoon, in front of UptonHastings Dorm, a frisbee contest for anyone interested
will be held.
The prize fOJ :
the one who throws it the furthest will be 2 tickets to the
dance Friday night. · Saturday
at 12: 3·0 in the old soccer ·
field some greek competition
will be displayed with a variety of games like, tug of
war, a banana eating contest,
balloon bust, a sack race etc.
At 2:00 the ' NESCAC playoffs ·
will be held in the Gorham
soccer field.
Satu:r:d.ay . night
there will be a keg party for
all_greeks and their dates
at the Scarboro - legion hall.
Entertain~ent wiil be provided
by the Biue berry Dream. We
hope you'll participate in all
activitis because it's going
to be a great time for all!

Informed sources have revealed that at least four news
articles in last week's (Oct.
26) edition of the UMPG Observer were authored by members of the university faculty.
The articles; "Review
Committee Resolves," on the
front page; "Faculty Affairs
Committee Meets For Fist Time,
Budget Draws Fire From Faculty
Foes, and P:rocedures Comm. ,
Gets LJPC' s Words" ,.. all on
page three are alleged to have
been written by liberal arts
faculty members.
One of the Observer articles
was critical "of the UMPG
adrninistratiorr and its handling
of the university budget.
None of the news columns
were bylined leavi~g the possible impression with readers
that they were student composed.
All the Faculty stories
were in addition to the regular
"Faculty Voice" page which has
been a recent feature of the
Gorham based student newspaper.
That page is primarily the
product of Michael Selkin,
William Slavick and· Theodore
Sottery, all members of the
liber~l arts faculty.

ID Cards
Undergraduate ~ay students
who have not yet picked up
their ID cards can get them
at the Registrar's office.

• ••

·Chaletski &sport shop

"You Always Do Better
At Day's"

Snow's Coming ... Get Ready

, 444 Westam .....Scdl~.·

.,

................................................................

~

~-
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Sports
Standings
Torts*
Cosa Nostra
Fan ta
Tortles
TEP
Floggers
Rubrics**
V.T. Rubrics**
*clinched spot in
tournament
** ineligible for
spot

w L T GBL
.5 l
0
l,
4 l
0
-1
3 2
l~
3 2 l
l~
2 3 0
2~
2
3 0
2~
l
4 0
3~
4
l
5 0
four-team
tournament

Joint Torts
Slam Fanta
Jack Sitarz · and company
showed that they can play hardnosed football in the second
half by scoring 27 points in
the final twenty minutes and
downing FANTA by a 45-17 count.
The first half was a low-scoring, defensive encounter as
both teams felt each other out.
Sitarz hit Detroy, Julavits,
and ID1ssell for all the Joints
scoring in the hali.
A field
goal by Stockholm (25 yds.)
and a D. Axelson to Perkins pass
made the score 18-11 at the
half.
Fanta started the second
half where they left off in
the first by scoring as soon
as they ~qot the bqll. - Then, the
combination of stiff JT def~nse, lapses by Fanta and
brilliant pin-point passing
by Sitarz ran up 27 points for
the Torts and completed the_
scoring for the game.
Julavits -for the Torts had
to be the . story of the game.
He ran the Fanta defenders
into the ground in the second
half.
He showed that ev~n the
old men can play this game
as he accounted for 12 points
himself and an interception.
Not bad for the assistant dean
of the law school.
Jim Nichols (Fanta) and
Gould (JT) also picked off
errant pa~sing with Gould
adding a 65 yard runback to
his robbery.
Offensive honors would have
to go to sitarz and Julavits
for the Joints and D. Axelson
fo:r: · Fanta.

This Week's
Spor,t s. Sehedule
3:30
3:30
3:30

3:30

MONDAY
TEP vs Cosa Nostra
WEDNESDAY
Rubrics vs Floggers
Soccer: St. Francis
College at Gorham campus
FRIDAY
Torts vs Vit. Rubrics

SATURDAY
Soccer: NESCAC Playoffs
Cross Country : NESCAC p layoffs at Kee n e .

UMPG .Bowling Team.
Left to right:
Pandora Vasiliauskos~
Joline Therriault, Debbie Conroy, Marie Beaulieu, Anne
Howard, Coach Nancy Willard.

TEP Tipped In
Tough Tilt

Tortles Dump
Vitiated Rubrics

The _Rubrics,...-the second
The freshman law school
year law school's other team-- team continued to show vast
won a hard fought game against improvement by handily stopping
the brothers from TEP by a
the Vitiated Rubrics to the
score of 48-35.
The game was
tune of 35-22.
The game was
a low-scoring affair (14-8)
running smoothly until a fight
for the first half as play was broke out between Mack of the
VR's and Quarterback Moore 0r
ragged and marked by three
the Tortles just as the first
interceptions.
Both players were
TEP took the lead 15-14 at half ended.
ejected from the game; Mack for
the start of the second half
the second time in as many games.
but couldn't hold on as the
(I guess that you've really
lawyers racked up 21 straight
got to injure somebody before
pointi and coasted to their
any real action is taken)
first wi~.
Atkinson andMoore threw three touchdown
Christie were the offensive
passes before he left, one
standouts for the brothers.
of which went to Patterson -who
Although Atkinson's passing
game was not up to his usually played his usual great game by
anchoring the pass blocking
good performance until too
with LaGoy.
rate, he, along with Tim True
were the best TEP could muster
McKernan .took over for the
on defense.
The main problem Tortles in the second -half and
fo::r ' the Greeks was that they
threw for two more TD's.
DeCato, coule:n't stop Avaunt and RovHolden, and Powers supplied
zar on the offense and Troiano the offensive punch for the
second year men.
and Goranites on defense for
Defensive player of the
the Rubrics.
Avaunt had his
game would have to be Slane
best game to date a-she led
the lawyers by accounting for
of the freshme~ as he pulled
down two interceptions ;
37 of their ·points.
A major factor in the outcome had to be the brothers'
squabbling over organizational
problems on the sidelines artd
on the field as they began to
fall behind in the second half .'

Basketball Round-Robin
The intramural department is
sponsdring this chance fo~ intramural teams to get organized and practice for the
forthcom~ng season.
Teams
must complete an entry form
before this Friday at 5 p.m.
Forms are available at the
intramural office in the
symnasium.
Allteams will play every
other team one 10 minute
quarter.
A schedule will be
announced beforehand.
If
enough teams sign-up--play may
be extended to Thursday night.
Rules for intramural basketb all team s are availab le
at t he gymnasium.

A professional
-ABORTION

that is safe,
legal
_
&
.1nexpens1ve
.
'

can be set up on an
outpatient basis by calling
The Problem Pregnancy
Educational Service, Inc.

215-722-5360
24 hours-7 days

for professional, co nfidential
and caring help.
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Ask The Viking
This column invites any
member of the university community to submit any ques tion ' they might have on any
subject matter.
Names will
not be used and all c ommun iction is absolutely c onfi dentia l .

Q.
Where is Jerry Sullivan
when he is suppose to be working? And what is he doing?

A.
Jerry Sullivan, Financial
Aid Officer, spends a lot of
time going back and forth between all · Maine campuses; and
like most administrators, he is
involved a great deal of the
time in staff or other type
meet ings.
For example, ThursQ. When and wl1ere we re th e nine day afternoon was spent in a
faculty ballots f o und t h a t
staff meeting and all day Fricreated a ti e between B~ uce
day he spent at th e Farmington
Alle n a n d Ern es t Week s? Did
campus.

the s e ballots change any
oth er votes?

A.
Al R o b e r ge , wh e n as k e d this
questi on , req u es t ed wh y i t was
be in g asked.
When t he Vik i n g
an swe r ed t h at i t would be used
f or this c olumn h e answered,
"Th i s is to th e Vik i ng, No
c o mme nt."
The n i n e ballots
were foun d in a locke d filing
cab i net in the Portland Registrar' s Q ffice.
There we re no
further chang e s in results.

Q.
What was the total administrati v e travel budget last
year? Was i t budgeted-. . ,_
A.

$ 8,000.

Y es .

Q.
Last year did the administration take a sum of money
($10,000) allocated to the
library budget for the purchase
of books . and use it to pay for
administrators going to various
conferences?
A.
no.

As

far as we can determine,

Q.
If the University of Maine
Portland-Gorham fails to obtain accreditation this spring,
will those students graduating
from it in June, 1972, be, in
effect, graduating fiorn an
unaccredited institution?
Will loss of accreditation
in any way prevent those seniors, who are desiring to
attend Graduate School, from
gaining admission?
A.
Th e earli e st pos s ible
a c tion of a "total flunk s i tua ti on" coul d not b e tiken unt i l December, ]97 2 .
The Ne w
En g land Accre d itat i on Asso ci at i on r e pre s entativ e t e am will
b e h e re i n t he . s o r in g .
Th e y
wi ll r e port thei ~ res ult s in
J une .
A vot e would not be t ~ke
u n t i l th e an nual full-boar d
mee t i n g in December .
If t he
De c e mbe r vo t e was a n i mmediate
lo ss o f acc r ed i ta t i on, wh ich _
i s very unlike). y , there., woul d
oe no · impac t on ' t he Cla ss o f
' 72 who ~ntered grad sch o o l
-th'r~e Jrio nt hs 'b.ef~:r:e.
What _ im pac t t he r e wou l d be o n members
o f -t~a t c l ass wh o de la y e d
g o i ·ng· to graduate ·sch o o l · c ·a n
n ot be de t er mined.

Q.
Is the r e any poss ible ·way
for the · mas s" o f ru t s ( cal l ed
~ oark i ng lot ) b e hind Bailey
Hall" to b e l e ve led _o ff ?
A:
Work was done on th i s
pa r king l ot this past week
and th~ ruts remove~.
There
s t ill s ~em to be a few po tholes left, thou gh .
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Faculty Affairs Group
Lacks Consensus

The Faculty Affairs Committee, which is composed of one
representative from each de-_
partment, went into executive
session Thursday to discuss
what type of make-up they
should have on the review
committee that will study
changes in the present governance.
Merle Gu a y, after n o mi n atQ.
c 6 uld y o u p l ease give the
sen i ors some information o n when ing Bill S lavi c k for t he Go vernan ce Inte rp reta ti on Comwe will be able to orde r c l as s
mitte e , mov e d th a t the comrings? We hav e aske d at t he
mitt e e go in t o e x ecuti v e .sesbookstore and the don ' t seem
sion "so that I will not be
to know.
Does anyone? Help!
afraid to express my opinion.-"
A.
Th e ring commi tt e e, c h a ired
During executiv e session
by Council member Dave Marshall ,
a vote was taken to get unanwi l l b e i ntervi e wi n g fi ve
imous support for a governance
ring c ompanies.
The final de review _committee which would
ci s ion on the ring de sign and
not
have equal student-faculty
th e company should b e made in
representation.
The vote
thr ee week?•
failed to get an unanimous
consensus of the faculty memSAC-Discusses
bers at the meeting since
seven out of the nineteen voted
Student Representation
negatively.
It is reported
that a member of the faculty
A motion calling for "an
then · pointed out to the faculty
equal ratio · of student-faculty
affairs cornrni ttee· that the
representation" on the Ad Hoc
effort to bar an equal number
Governance Review Committee was of students was without suf- ~
passed by the Student Affairs
ficient support to be
Cornrnittee last Friday.
The
meaningful.
motion was part of a resoluIn other action, the Comtion which cited the composimittee elected Richard Steintion of such bodies as the
man to the Governance InterCouncil and Procedural Review
pretation Committee.
Steinman
Committee as precedents for
beat out Slavick and a law
equal repr~sentation.
The
school professor for the post.
SAC proposal: concerning reprePaul ~an Hemel G fPortland)
sentation on the committee will and Edna Dickey (Gorham) were
be submitted to President
selected to be the representaLouis Calisti and the Council.
tives on the Accreditation
SAC also passed two other
Steering Committee.
motions concerning the
governance review committee.
The first stated that all
members of the planned committee must be members of the
UMPG university community
and the second called for a
committee composition of 4
students, 4 faculty, and two
administrators.
There will be a special
me eting of SAC in order tocontinue with Friday 's a g enda
a t 4: 30 this afternoon in
r oom 209 LBH.
Among issues to
be discussed are the selection
of representat ives to the
Lib era l Arts Dean Sear c h Corn- ·
rn1 tte e , the Accredi tation
Steering Cornrni ttee. and the
Governance Interp r e t ation
Commi t tee.
..

(~
~

ANEW

Restaurant ·
FOR

Turkey What?

Al l Portland camp us stude nt s
are i nv i te d t o enter- the UMPG
Turkey Trot , a cross count ry
Q.
Is the junior class
rac e at the Gorh a m c amp u s this
president qualified to be
Thursday at 4 p.m.
The
preside nt of that class?
winner receives a trophy and
A.
No she is not.
Mary Ellen
a TURKEY.
The race is over a
3 mile course and is not reO'Toole only has 51 credi ts.
In effect, she is a sophomore.
stricted to MEN!
Entrants
53 credits is ' the cutoff
must register by tomrnorrow.
' Call intramural office ext.
point between sophomores
and juniors.
412 Portland campus.

You!
Serving
Sj.indwiches

•

Beer

•

·~ '

commg.

I
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Budget Endorsing Of
Debating Team Rejected
The UMPG Council at Wednesday's meeing rejected a resolution by the Gorham Alumni
Association which in part urgently requested that the University supply the UMPG Debating Team funds for its program for this academic year.
There was general agreement on
the Council that to endorse
the resolution would be in
essence setting priorities by
which organizations should
receive funds and from which
source these funds come.
Mrs. Bertha Higgins, alumni representative to the
Council, stated in presenting
the resolution, which included a pledge of $500 by the
alumni association to the debating team, that the reason
they did it was that it would
be shown in the minutes that the Council did give serious
consideration to the resolution.
She also stated that
after the sixth debate which
is less than half-way through
.the team's schedule, half of
the $4500 alloted by the university for the team's program will be used.
Melvin
Pic'l, coach of the UMPG Debating Team, stated in an interview Friday that $4500
amount was "inadequate for
the objectives we had." He
explained that the need for
more money than was allocated
has arisen because of "more
people, a broader program
and because we go to tournaments around the country to
give debaters experience at
the national level."
John Bay, a Council member
and Dean of the School of
Business, said that if the
Council accepts the alumni
resolution then departments
will come to the Council for
money.
"I'm not objecting to
the alumni stand, I'm objecting to the Council's stand,"
he stated.
Draper Hunt, another Council member, stated
that before the Council can
vote on the resolution, it
must "make sure tha.t the need
exists" and examine the budgets of the departments in
order to find out if they have
a larger priority.
The motion to endorse the
resolution was defeated.
"The
vote to turn the resolution
down is meaningless," stated
Pic'l since the intent of the
alumni association was not to
ask the Council for money
since they do not 'have · a budget, but to place the resolution in the minutes so as to
bring it to the atte~tion of
the University community.
The Council did pass a motion after the resolution was
defeated which stated that the
Council accepts and
acknowledges the resoliiiion,
commends the debating team for
the performance in competition
and commends the alumni association for bring it to the
attention of the Council.

John Logan, noted American poet, spoke to a jampacked auditorium Friday afternoon in Luther Bonney
Hall.
The reading was sponsored by the Concert Lecture
Series.
Logan, who has served as Poetry Editor for the
Nation and Critic, gave poetry readings and answered
questions.

MANIAC
by Max Millard
Way down in Southern Maine
If they say it's gonna rai n
You'd better get yourself inside a shack
Cause what the Maine folk say
It's just gotta be that way
If you disagree they'll stab
you in the back

(-Forest fires
f.

·bOrn·more

1

than trees.

Cause a Mainiac
Is a Mainiac
He's a man with a narrow mind
On a single track
And if you go to Maine
You! ll find it plain as a oneeyed jack:
The Pine Tree State
Is the . home of the Mainiac
There's a university
they once called UMP
and a Pogo U is what it's
called today
If that's the school you pick
You'd best get on the stick
The fees will double if you
dare' delay
By Presumpscot's edge
There's a place deplete of
hedge
Where S.D. Warren in the river
_ flows
And all the big wheels dwell
Beyond the range of smell
While all of Westbrook has to
hold her nose
Yes a Mainiac
Is a Mainiac
Remain in Maine
your brain will surely crack
A Mainiac
Is a Mainiac
Take your mind to Maine
You'll never get it back

NEED HELP?
FREE COJ\Sl'LTA TION
0:\ PROBLEM PREG:\A~CIES
ABORTIONS AS LOW AS $150.00

7 DAYS 24 HRS.

CALL

215-879-3100
FREE . CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION . ALL YOU NEED
DO IS CALL US WE WILL ARRANGE FOR IMMEDIATE
SCHEDULING INTO ACCREDITED HOSPITALS AND THEIR
OUT -PATIENT CLINICS . UTILIZING CERTIFIED OBSTETRI ·
CIANS AND GYNECOLOGISTS . THE FINEST MEDICAL
CARE AVAILABLE AT THE LOWEST PRICES FOR SUCH
SERVICES . IF YOU ARE PREGNANT . DO NOT DELAY. CALL
US IN COMPLETE CONFIDENCE . YOU ARE ENTITLED TO
THE BEST CARE THERE IS .

ETHICAL ABORTION REFERRAL
215 -879 -3100

